
 
  
FACE - Zone includes upper lip, cheeks, chin & sideburns. Zone ends at the crease of the neck where the 
neck zone begins.  
NECK - Zone begins at the crease of the face & ends at the clavicle bone where the chest zone begins.  
NAPE – Zone includes nape of the neck & ends where upper back and shoulders begin.  
CHEST - Zone begins at the clavicle bone, below shoulders and underarms, and goes down to the line 
below the breast.  
ABDOMEN - Zone begins where the chest zone ends at the bottom of the sternum line & ends four 
fingers’ length below the belly button where the bikini zone begins.  
LEFT ARM - Each arm is a zone. Zone starts at the wrist bone & ends at the bottom of the deltoid muscle 
where the shoulders zone begins.  
RIGHT ARM - Each arm is a zone. Zone starts at the wrist bone & ends at the bottom of the deltoid 
muscle where the shoulders zone begins  
HANDS – Zone includes both hands. Zone starts where the arm zone ends which excludes the wrist and 
the wrist bone.  
UNDERARMS - Zone includes both underarms. This area ends where the chest area begins, better 
described as the hair that falls outside the bra.  
UPPER ARMS – Zone includes both upper arms, and start above the elbow up to the bottom of the 
deltoid, where the shoulder begins.  
SHOULDERS - Zone begins where the nape zone ends & includes the shoulders & the deltoid muscle of 
the upper arms. Zone ends where the upper back zone begins, which is at outside of the shoulder blades.  
UPPER BACK - Zone begins where the nape zone ends and below the shoulder blades. Zone ends 
where the lower back zone begins straight across the middle of the back.   
LOWER BACK - Zone begins where the upper back zone ends, straight across the middle of the back, 
and ends where buttocks zone begins which is two fingers’ length above the buttocks line.  
BIKINI LINE or FULL - Zone begins where the abdomen zone ends at the waist/pant line & covers four 
fingers’ length of area onto the upper thigh. Zone also covers however far in front you would like.  
BRAZILIAN – Additional to the Bikini Full, this zone includes around the labia area for complete Brazilian 
results.  
BUTTOCKS - Zone includes the buttocks & the area between the buttocks. Zone begins where the lower 
back zone ends which is two fingers’ length above the buttocks line & finishes where the legs begin  
GROIN – Zone includes hair in front, as much as wanted, down to where the buttocks area starts. 
LOWER RIGHT LEG - Each lower is a zone. Zone begins above the knee down to above the ankle bone 
where the feet zone begins.  
LOWER LEFT LEG - Each lower leg is a zone. Zone begins above the knee down to above the ankle 
bone where the feet zone begins.  
UPPER RIGHT LEG - Each upper leg is a zone. Zone begins above the knee down up to the bikini line.  
UPPER LEFT LEG - Each upper leg is a zone. Zone begins above the knee down up to the bikini line.  
FEET - Zone includes both feet & includes the ankle bone where the leg zone ends.  
	  


